Birch and Tulip Class Home Learning
Challenges for June 4th
Hello Year 1,
I hope you have enjoyed beginning our new topic of Amazing Animals. I have already seen
some fascinating facts about the giraffe from someone in Birch Class. Do you know the
names of the 2 mammals at the top of the sheet? Do you know where they live?
In Science Write the alphabet. Can you think of animals beginning with each letter and draw
them and write their names? E.g. A : alligator, anteater, ant
B : bat, buffalo
You can ask your family to help you!

(I think q, u, x and y are very tricky.)
Challenge: Which of your animals are mammals? Remember, mammals have fur or hair, breath
air through their lungs and have live young (not eggs).
In Maths Look at a clock, watch or phone and ask a grown up to help you measure 1 second, 1
minute and 1 hour. Think of things you can do in 1 second like smile or clap. Look at the
pictures on the other sheet – decide if you would measure these activities in seconds,
minutes or hours. If you are able to print the sheet, you could cut out the cards and sort
them into seconds, minutes and hours.
Challenge : How many hours do you sleep? Use your clock to help you work it out.
In English Can you find another story with a fantasy world setting, at home or on the
internet. Remember, fantasy world means that either the setting or characters could not be
real – maybe the setting is not a real place, the characters are imaginary like a mermaid or
unicorn, or the animals talk. Imagine you are in a fantasy world – under the sea, in space or up
a mountain. Can you complete these sentences?
All around me …
Under my feet …
In the distance …

As I looked up …
As I reached out …

Top tip Use your senses. E.g. All around me I saw tiny, rainbow fish. In the distance I heard
an angry, splashing shark.
Don’t forget to keep reading!
Stay safe and well,
Love from,
Mrs Vitty and Ms Trayer

Sharpen a pencil

Wash your face

Sleep all night

Take a photo

Build a sandcastle

Skip 10 times

Blow up a balloon

Read a book

Go on holiday on
an aeroplane

Watch a film

Have a bath

Brush your teeth

Build a tower
with lego

Paint a picture

Go down a slide

